
47 yr old Caucasian male presenting to the 

hospital on 302 by family for increasing 

concern about aggression, vague homicidal 

ideation (HI)  and behaviors concerning for 

suicidal ideation (SI)  including unexpected 

visits to loved ones and giving away objects 

dear to him

• Misdiagnosis of BP remains prevalent leading 

to incorrect treatment. 

• Screening tools and thorough clinical 

evaluation  can aid in differential diagnosis and 

is crucial to avoid misdiagnosis

• Easy accessibility and integration of  external 

medical records

• Early identification and treatment can stabilize 

mood, preventing manic episodes in this 

otherwise debilitating condition
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On admission 

• endorsed vague HI/SI with no plan or intent, 

worsening anger and depression, anhedonia, 

hopelessness

• Past Psych: depression and anxiety diagnosed 

5 years ago, on prozac 40mg and Abilify 5 mg.

On evaluation

• Endorsed  at least 2 episodes of decreased need 

for sleep, shopping sprees and “feeling like the 

energizer bunny” in the last 2 years with similar 

but not as severe symptoms prior to MDD 

diagnosis

• Prozac reduced to 10mg daily, Abilify increased 

to 15 mg daily over the course of 5 days

• He was started on depakote and was discharged 

after optimal dosage was reached. 

Given the similarity in presentation between 

major depressive disorder (MDD) and the 

depressive episodes of bipolar disorder 

(BP), it is inevitable that diagnostic errors 

will occur. It may take a decade or longer to 

reach a correct diagnosis 1.

Major contributors toward misdiagnosis 

include lapses in history-taking, presence of 

psychiatric and medical comorbidities, and 

limitations in diagnostic criteria. 2.

Results from the National Disease and 

Therapeutic Index study indicate that 

antidepressant medications are more widely 

prescribed than mood stabilizers for bipolar 

II depression 3.

Widespread use of brief, clinically 

validated, and easy to use screening tools 

could facilitate the early identification of 

patients with bipolar spectrum disorders 4.

Discussion

This patient seemed to have classic bipolar depression 

and possible antidepressant induced mania. He was 

on antidepressants despite having at least 2 

hypomanic/manic episodes and endorsing similar 

episodes prior to being diagnosed with MDD. 
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Discussion (continued)

Could this have been avoided? Perhaps.  Active 

screening for past manic episodes and 

antidepressant induced mania could’ve led to 

earlier diagnosis and management. 


